part of your life

ABOUT MOZZART COMANY
Mozzart company has been part of gaming industry since the year 2001. Due to well planned and modern business strategy, we became one of the leading companies in East Europe, in sports betting and gaming, in a relatively short period of
time.At present, with more than 460 branches and 2,500 employees, we successfully operate in Serbia, Romania, Republika
Srpska and Macedonia.
As a part of our core business, we create our own high quality betting odds in various sports and other events. We offer
around 10,000 odds for over 500 events on daily basis. At any moment our betting offer includes more than 250 standard
football odds and over 400 odds for other sports games. Football, basketball, tennis,ice- hockey, volleyball and handball
as well as rugby and baseball are part of our standard offer. At the same time, we have created a complete information
system for production, maintenance and upgrading of supporting software that enables secure networking of large
number of betting offices and quality risk management - in conditions of relatively undeveloped telecommunications
infrastructure.

Dejan Ćirović
Executive director

In order to improve communication with our clients, we established a loyalty club known as ’Mozzart Club’. With more
than 140,000 members in four countries, it is one of the largest loyalty clubs in the region. The corporate slogan “Mozzart the part of your life” has become the motto for the large number of our clients who trust us and recognise the quality of our
services.
As well as raising the overall quality of our services, we opened bars with pleasant atmosphere that offer wide range of
soft drinks at reasonable prices - in more than 110 betting offices, in all four countries. Not only is our goal increasing the
number of betting offices, but also offering the best possible customer experience and high quality services, that include
awaiting of final match results and experiencing the adrenaline rush in a competitive atmosphere... in other words - quality entertainment.
Our focus on greater understanding of business opportunities is confirmed through constant upgrade of our Gaming
system and successful production of slot machines. Our company offers to the market two different types of slot machines
that completely fulfil aesthetic standards and meet the needs of clients in the local gaming industry.
By developing our business in Serbia, Romania, Macedonia and Republika Srpska, we have also learned to understand
specific needs of customers in each of the markets and successfully adapted to them.Based on such valuable experience,
and modern business trends – we defined the company’s strategic goals. The conditions we worked in, in many ways,
helped us adapt to various markets, and use our know-how in the best possible way.
Visit us at www.mozzartbet.com and find out what makes us the best on the market!
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BASIC INFORMATIONS

BACKGROUND

MARKET RESEARCH RESULTS

The Mozzart Company was founded in August 2001. Since then, over 340 betting offices have been opened all
over Serbia. At the end of 2006. we expanded our business to the markets of Romania, Republika Srpska and
Macedonia, by opening more than 460 betting offices in all four countries. Our core business is organising
sports bettings, creatiing of betting odds and designing the supporting software.

Market research is one of the most important factors that we always take into consideration in making of
both our short and long term business strategy. The information on how market responds to new products
and services, segmenting of our customers and placing them into various buckets are the factors that give us
the competitive advantage in comparison to the competition as well as the ability to predict their needs: This
is why we can always act before the competition, and be the first in the market to introduce a new product
or service. In developing of our global strategy, we also focus on brand preference as one of key indicators
that prove how certain marketing strategy we implemented is in line with market needs. This also help us
determin potential corrective actions if need be.

OUR BUSINESS POLICY
The outstanding Quality
Our primary goal is to establish and improve the standards of sports betting in Serbia and Southeast Europe.
The outstanding quality in all business areas is our main asset. Constant improvement and investments in our
modern business network and openening of modern and well equiped betting offices - is great motivation for
our employees, who have the opportunity to prove themselves, learn and move through their career ladders.
Opening of new job positions creates an oportunity for young and educated people to find their place in the
most successful domestic company in the field of sports betting.

Market segmentation and brand positioning of Mozzart Company in the field of sports betting and gaming
industry is significant to us and is, at the same time, the main driver for potential improvements in our business based on the experience of the leading companies in this field. Through the benchmarking process, we
learn from the best practices in our business, being at the same time the market lider.
The biggest chain of betting offices in Serbia
The integral part of our business are constant qualitative and quantitative market researches and fulfilling
the needs of our customers. The information collected in such a way model the company’s future growth but
also indicate to potential areas for improvement in order to achieve the best possible customer experience.

Our business results confirm that we have clearly defined programmes and good understanding of the
market as well as strong regional ambitions. The company’s most valuable asset is people – highly educated,
efficient and capable of making right decissions. We are continously making good results, due to the modern
ways of running business based on global experience. The results we have achieved so far, have made a solid
ground for further business growth of our company.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (CSR)
„We are dedicated to the overall progress of our society“
We care about the society we live and work in and are dedicated to its progress. The modern design of our betting offices, significantly influences the image of the cities in which we are present. We strive to contribute to
the modernisation of the society, establishment of competitive market economy, taking care of the environment at the same time. Our dedication to the above goals is achieved through:

36%

Mozzart
Second placed sports betting chain
Third placed sports betting chain
Forth placed sports betting chain
Fifth placed sports betting chain

• highest ethical standards in business,
• environmental protection,
• ensuring the safe and healthy working conditions for our employess
• investing in local community, projects and people, but also supporting financially or by any other means
underprivileged people who heed help the most.

Sixth placed sports betting chain
Seventh placed sports betting chain
Others

IPSOS Strategic Marketing Marketing research results in 2010.
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MARKET RESEARCH

Which betting houses are you familiar with?

ReGIONAL MARKET RESEARCH RESULT

All previously conducted market researches, clearly indicate that „Mozzart“ brand is unique, distinctive and
dominant within the industry. According to the latest results, we have made significant progress related to
the reputation, popularity and the number of betting offices. The indicators related to the quality of staff,
betting odds, game rules and payment terms have not changed in comparison to the last year’s. According
to the size of actual and potential market, response to promotional activities and frequency of use – the
recognition of Mozzart Company equals 93% on the teritory of Serbia.

Our core business is organization of sports betting, creation of betting odds and the supporting software.

Market research results in the region
Republika Srpska - At this moment, Mozzart market share is 14%, which puts us on the second position
with the tendency of growth

93%
Mozzart
The second sports betting chain
The third sports betting chain
The fourth sports betting chain

Macedonia - At this moment, Mozzart market share is 4,1%, which puts us on the second position with the
tendency of growth.

Relationship of bettors towards „Mozzart“ betting house
According to the researches conducted within the last three years, the overall quality of our services has continously improved. In the last two calendar years, the number of bettors who were „not completely satisfied“
reduced to almost zero. Our main goal is to maintain this trend in the future, and to perform even better.

81%

83%
75%

2009.

2008.

2007.

Romania - At this moment, Mozzart market share is 21,9%, which puts us on the second position with the
tendency of growth

15% 16% 23%
1%
Very satisfied
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Unsatisfied
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MOZZART PRODUCTS

QUALITY BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
The outstanding quality in all business aspects is one of our main characteristics. We have gained our
leadership position on Serbian market through constant development of new technologies and introduction
of inovations in sports betting and gaming industry. Our business growth in the region is also evident, due to
outstanding service and constant upgrade of our offer and service.
Even in conditions of relatively underdeveloped telecommunications infrastructure and global economic
crisis, our company has managed to overcome all the potential challenges we faced in maintaining the contact with the main server. As leaders in Serbia, in the field of gaming and sports betting, Mozzart Company
has the following portfolio:
• Mozzart betting system:
Software for sports betting ( the application and base for management and organization of sports betting);
Mozzart sports betting games
Mozzart betting odds
Risk Management
Betting offices design

• Mozzart gaming :
Mozzart Slot Machine M01 ;
Mozzart Slot Machine M02 ;
Mozzart Jackpot;
Slot machine mask.

OPEN YOUR OWN BETTING OFFICE EASY – WE PROVIDE YOU WITH FULL SERVICE:
-

Visual identity solutions
Easy installment of the application for management and organization of sports betting
Easy use and functionality of systemy already proven in practice
Efficient training of the staff
Safe business conditions

SPORTS BETTING SOFTWARE

Mozzart software application for processing and organisation of sports betting
The application’s programming language: Java
Our company has created a complete information system for production, maintenance and upgrading of
supporting software which enables secure networking of large number of betting offices and quality risk management.The program is easy applicable and the staff training does not last long, depending on the previous
knowledge and grade.
The training for the desk staff does not last long and it depends on the previous experience. Mozzart Company
carries out the training through so called „ the second and third support line“. The training for handling with the
desk applications lasts from five to ten days, whereas the training for the position of trader and for managerial
positions, lasts from fifteen to twenty days. It takes up to two months to fully familiarize with all the aspects of
the application. This particular way of training the staff has enabled successful and fruitful cooperation with
the other countries in the region.
The application enables fast and reliable sending of betting odds to the computers in the network, several times a week.
If necessary, the system is upgraded depending on new demands and the inroduction of new functions. The
upgrade itself, has insignificant impact on the working process – it considers restarting of the application and
the computer and the shift to the new upgraded programme version is transparent for the user as it was many
times proved in practice.
The asynchronous communication and controlled replication of data, enables the work without the need for
constant physical connection with the base. The users in a betting office are able to make connection with the
base in easy and transparent way, which makes them feel they are conctantly on line. This enables great accessibility of the system as well as its’ resistance to the insufficient network communication. For the programme
options that need constant connection with the system, such as live betting – the system will maintain the
connection itself, and none of the applications will be available without the connection
The centralised monitoring and processing of betting, enables the complete control of betting process by the
small number of trained personnel.
The system enables processing of millions of transactions in almost real time, by using relatively cheap
hardware. The simple 56kbit/s GPRS connection, is enough for reliable functioning, and the application works
successfully even with dial-up connections.
The information system enables the management constant assessment of risk and the status, as well as all the
other parameters crucial for risk management.
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MOZZART PRODUCTS

The application also contains the database for the brand loyalty programme, and it only needs to be adapted
to the specific market.
The application for processing and organization of sports betting is adapted to five languages: Serbian,
Macedonian, Romanian, Albanian and English, and it can be easily adapted to any market. Our team of
eminent IT specialists is always ready to meet the demands of each individual user.
The set-up of base configuration and starting of the Mozzart application for processing and organization of
sports betting, can be completed in a very short period of time and in any place that fulfills the minimum of
technical and telecommunicational conditions.

Business report by market segments – with the comparison of
current with previous results

Main computer

Minimal requested configuration

Recommended configuration

Windows 2000, Windows XP,
Vista, Windows7
Minimum Pentium 4, 1 GB DDR, 80
GB Hdd

Windows XP Professional
Service Pack 3
Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz, 2 GB DDR,
160 GB Hdd

Network adapter for fast internet connection

included

TP-link TF3468

Inter. modem for dial-up internet connection

included

SmartLink Connex 56K

UPS

included

APC 800VA

Keyboard

included

PS/2

Optical mouse

included

any model PS/2 ili USB

Monitor

Minimum 17’’

HP L1710

GPRS modem for GSM connection

Edge ili HSDPA modem ili ruter

Teltonika

Printer for tickets

Matrix or Thermal printer

Citizen CT -S4000

Barcode scanner

included

Z-3051/HS(K)

Fiscal printer

included

Synergy pf500

Workstation

Minimal requested configuration

Recommended configuration

Operating system

Windows 2000, Windows XP,
Vista, Windows7

Windows XP Professional
Service Pack 3

Hardware

Minimum Celeron 2.0, 1 GB DDR, 80
GB Hdd

Celeron 2.0, 2 GB DDR, 320 GB Hdd

UPS

included

APC 800VA

Keyboard

included

PS/2

Optical mouse

included

any model PS/2 ili USB

Monitor

Minimum 17’’

HP L1710

Printer for tickets

Matrix or Thermal printer

Citizen CT -S4000

Fiscal printer

included

Synergy pf500

Video monitoring

Available on request

Geovision GV600-4 ports
(BNC connector)

video monitoring

Available on request

Geovision GV600-8 ports
(BNC connector)

Operating system
Hardware

Necessary equipment to
support the application

Additional equipment

Momentous display of risk
management by main matches
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MOZZART PRODUCTS

MOZZART GAMES

Your chance to win

Mozzart as a brand, has become a synonimous for a unique sports betting offer and it owes it’s leading role
in the region mostly to the variety of the offer. Some of these games are unique and are not offered by any
other betting office. It should be mentioned that the odds for all games are published in several levels which
represent the margines of potential earnings. The odds mainly depend on the popularity of certain sports
and a particular match in the offer.
It is our standard practice prior to introduction of a new game to check the market’s interest for this particular novelty. Such approach makes our offer more focused on our bettors and the satisfaction of their needs.
The additional benefit here is the diversity of offers for a particular game, which reduces potential risks.
Several quantitative researches, conducted in succession, proved the absolute advantage of Mozzart company
over the competitors in terms of customers satisfaction, related to the variety of offer and number of games.

MOZZART BETTING ODDS
Mozzart company offers the highest betting odds in the markets where it operates. This is made possible by
our team of respected statisticians, mathematicians, IT experts as well as people who indulge in sports. We
have gained our experience in creating of betting odds by years. Our fair and open relationship with the
customers also contributed to this achievement.
We offer around 10,000 high quality odds for over 500 events per day, including around 75 specials and more
than 240 sub-games for all sports with 114 specials for football (e.g. first penalty kick, first yelow card on the
match...). Live betting is a part of our regular offer.
The system of teritorially dispersed betting offices is designed to function reliably without any additional
corrections of betting odds and malfunction in the conditions of undeveloped telecommunications infrastructure on the teritory of coverage.

There is around 75 games in our prtfolio, with over 240 sub-games: football 115 sub-games and 114 specials
(e.g. first penalty kick, first yelow card on the match...) basketball 21 sub-games; tennis 25 sub-games; icehockey 22 sub-games; handball 21 sub-games; rugby 21 sub-games; volleyball 15 sub-games; baseball 7
sub-games. Live betting is also a standard part of our offer.
Here is the example of one of Mozzart game named „Double Victory (DP)“ related to a football match:
• One of the sub-games of (DP): the odd is considered winning if the home team scores more goals than the
visiting one in both half-times (the first and the second one)
Here is the example of one of Mozzart game named „Safe Victory“ related to a football match:
•Safe Victory is a new game in which you can bet on your favourites. The team you bet at – wins while the
oter team does not score a single goal. Possible sub-games are SP1 and SP2.
Here is the example of one of Mozzart game named „Mozzart Kombinazzije KMB“ related to a football
match:
• One of the sub-games of Mozzart Kombinazzija: the odd is considered winning if the home team scores
more goals than the visiting one and the total of all scored goals within the full-time (90.min) is three or
more.
Here is the example of one of Mozzart game named „Handicap Win“ related to a football match:
•Handicap Win is a game in which your team wins the game scoring two or more goals than the other

The example of betting odds ( Mozzart Sport )
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MOZZART PRODUCTS

RISK MANAGEMENT
Risk management is one of the key business processes in gaming industry.Lland based sistem with more
than 450 betting offices in four countries, the amount of data that are the subject of analysis, the need for
fast decission making and constant extention of our offer, make Risk Management one of the most important business processes, our company can offer.
Years of experience and dedication to this business process helped us create one of the most technologically
advanced analytical surrounding which contains all the necessary information for mantaining the position
of the regional leader and constant and overal business improvement.
The basis of this solution is the vertical, comercial database, the structure of which is reduced to 20% of the
production tables, which additionally improves its performance in the reporting stage. Integration of data
and reporting front end are achieved through non-comercial „open source“ technologies, while in the stage
of mathematical modelling, more comercial tools, such as SPSS and Mathlab are used .

Betshop one
Betshop two
Betshop three
Reports

Betshop

Productional data base

Analitical data base

Mozzart Analytics

Modeling
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MOZZART PRODUCTS

THE INTERIOR DESIGN OF BETTING/GAMING OFFICES
The important characteristic of land based gaming system is the visual look & feel of the space and the
atmosphere. Our betting offices offer completely different experience to the players, besause we hired first
class designers to decorate them.

The first of such bars, our flagship, is Mozzart Space, the interrior of which was designed by Karim Rashid, one
of the worlds famous designers.

The unique visual identity of our betting offices set the benchmark for future development and organization
of sports betting on the market, as well as for providing of all the other services

Karim said,

Driven by the idea that each player is equally important, we opened Mozzart bars in more than 110 betting
offices and in such way, created one of the largest HoReCa chains in East Europe.
We have opened a number of Mozzart bars on top locations in larger cities, that included unique and extravagant designing solutions.

The interior of Mozzart Space
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Mozzart Space

„I trully hope ’Mozzart Space’ will impress many the same way as it impreesed me. This particular space,
makes me feel the most proud in comparison to all the others I designed. There were many rooms I had to
make ’alive’ which was, even for me, a professional challenge I had to overcome – and I succeeded! It’s a pitty
there is no MOZZART in New York, since I would be happy to spend my time here. This is a unique space for
betting office! There is no similar neither in Las Vegas nor Monte Carlo...becasue if it were – it would certainly
be ’the number one”.

The interior of Mozzart Space
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MOZZART GAMING

Mozzart SLOT MACHINE MODEL M01

Second, very important aspect of our business are slot machines and accessories we produce in cooperation
with the world’s recognised gaming component producers.
For a reasonable price you can purchase a sloth machine that will fulfill all your expectations. Based on particular demands various game boards can be installed. Through our developed distribution network we can
deliver slot machines in a short period of time anywhere in the world.
Mozzart slot machines are made of high quality materials, with main focus to safe usage:
• The slot machines are easy to use, maintain and service
• They are adapted to support mother boards made by different manufacturers.
• The machine stand allows additional modifications.
• They are equipped with two 17‘‘ displays
• They have the possibility of networking into various casino management - jackpot systems
• They are endurable and made of high quality materials
It has been confirmed that Mozzart slot machines fully meet the needs of players throughout various markets
in Southeastern Europe.

Basic characteristics and possibilities of Mozzart slot machine, model M01:
Screen size

Touch screen monitor 17” + TFT monitor 17”
manually (by key)

Payment methods

remotely
Bill Acceptor
automatic electronic inventory over the GM controller
through mechanical counter
(recording of payments, the jackpot winnings)

Surveying methods

list of main and auxiliary (daily)
states with programming boards

External components
power
220VAC,50Hz
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consumption Working temp.
70W

10 C - 50 C
0

0

Height

Width

Depth

Weight

130 cm

60 cm

53 cm

63 kg
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Mozzart SLOT MACHINE MODEL M02

Basic characteristics and possibilities of Mozzart slot machine, model M02:
Screen size

Touch screen monitor 17” + TFT monitor 17”
manually (by key)

Payment methods
remotely
automatic electronic inventory over the GM controller

Surveying methods

through mechanical counter
(recording of payments, the jackpot winnings)
list of main and auxiliary (daily)
states with programming boards

External components
power

consumption

Working temp.

Height

Width

Depth

Weight

220VAC,50Hz

70W

10 C - 50 C

130 cm

50 cm

53 cm

61 kg

0

0
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Mozzart Jackpot

MOZZART PRODUCTS

Mozzart gives you more!
By interconnecting of all slot machines, we enabled our players winning of five jackpot levels. At this moment, we connected over 2.000 slot machines into a unique network called „Mozzart Jackpot Global“. All our
slot machines in Romania are also connected into a global network.
Global Mozzart Jackpot gives the opportunity of winning fabulous money prizes.

LCD display mask
Available colors for slot machine masks
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MOZZART PRODUCTS

slot MACHINE MASK
It takes effort to rise to the simplicity
In case of need for the additional interior adjustments, we can offer you a protective cover designed by Karim
Rashid, one of the world’s most recognized industrial designers. The cover is available in different colors, to fit
the interior.
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MOZZART CONTACT

CONTACT
Mozzart company:
Zrenjaninski put 84 c
11000 Belgrade
Serbia
e-mail: central@mozzartbet.com
Odds and sports betting organization application sales:
tel.: +381 63 66 92 28
email: business@mozzartbet.com

Slot machine sales department:
tel.: + 381 63 66 85 93
email: business@mozzartbet.com
www.mozzartbet.com
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